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The Emperor is weak, challenged by 
the might of the Shogun.
The Clan lords align themselves 
with one side or the other, taking 
advantage of the turmoil to settle  
old grudges and seize new territory.
Their loyal samurai, consummate 
warriors trained in the art of the 
blade, must do their bidding  
without question... 

Test of Honour is a skirmish wargame played 
with roughly 10-20 models on each side. Players 
select their force before each game based around a 
samurai hero along with one or two loyal samurai 
companions and a variety of clan soldiers.
Battles are swift and bloody as players alternate 
acting with one of their warriors – moving and 
fighting to achieve the objective of the scenario, 
whether that be cutting down the enemy, defending 
an outpost or finding and protecting a spy.
As you play through the scenarios your samurai will 
use new skills, and perhaps even take the shameful 
path of deceit and trickery to gain victory – such 
choices are the ultimate test of honour.
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GAME ELEMENTS
MINIATURE WARRIORS
This box includes enough plastic sprues of miniatures to make:

◆    5 Samurai
◆  20 Ashigaru soldiers armed with spears
◆  10 Ashigaru soldiers armed with bows or muskets

There are also parts to construct some of the Ashigaru as command models such as banner bearers and 
musicians. 
Note that there’s no need to construct all the models straight away. The introductory scenario (see Battle 
Guide) uses just a handful of warriors on each side, and you can build up your forces as you play more games. 

OTHER COMPONENTS
The box also contains a selection of scenery elements, and the following gaming components:

A - 10 Test Of Honour Battle Dice
B - 10 Multibases
C - 21 Blue Faction Recruitment Cards
D - 21 Red Faction Recruitment Cards
E - 23 Skill Cards
F - 6 Injury Cards
G - 10 Dishonour Cards

H - 3 Fate Tokens
I - 5 Objective Tokens
J - 12 Reloading/Cautious Tokens
K - 14 Samurai Action Tokens
L - 16 Commoner Action Tokens
M - 16 Blood Drop Tokens

A



Recruitment Cost
Each card has a cost – from 1 for a 
lone spearman up to 5 for a samurai 
hero – and each scenario gives a 
total Recruitment value that you 
must not exceed. 

Abilities
Recruitment cards show the scores that describe a 
warrior’s abilities in the game:

 Aim: The number of dice rolled when trying to 
strike an enemy.

 Agility: The number of dice rolled when trying 
to avoid an enemy attack, or other tests of agility.

 Strength: The number of dice rolled when 
determining the damage caused on an enemy, or 
other tests   of strength.

 Wits: The number of dice rolled when quick-
thinking is required, such as targeting an enemy that 
is not the closest threat.

 Honour: The number of dice rolled to keep 
your nerve and not fall back if your friends are cut 
down.

 Actions: The number of times the warrior can 
act during a single turn of the game, and therefore 
the number of action tokens you’ll need.

Warrior Type

 Samurai Hero

 Samurai

 Commoner

Group
Some warriors can be 
recruited as groups of 
3 models placed on a 
multi-base.

5

3

5 5 5 5

5

3+1 13 3 3 4+1

3 left: +1 
2 or 3 left: +1 
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Special Rules
Any special rules or 

reminders that apply 
to this warrior  

(or group of 
warriors).
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RECRUITMENT CARDS
Before each battle you assemble your force using 
Recruitment cards.
During the game keep your Recruitment cards laid 
out in front of you – you will place tokens on them 
to show which warriors have acted each turn.



INJURY

BLOOD DROPS 
These represent light wounds – minor cuts and 

injuries... The 2 drops side denotes 2 blood drops.
Try not to get too many...!
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DICE
Combat and most other actions in Test of Honour 
are resolved using special dice .
The faces are as follows: 

  Sword   2 Swords

  Miss   Cross (also counts as a miss)

RELOADING/CAUTIOUS   
MARKERS
Used after a musket is fired or to show that a warrior 
is creeping along.

ACTION TOKENS  
There are two types of action tokens –  for 
samurai and  for commoners. 
During the game the action tokens are put into a 
container such as a bag or a cup, and drawn out 
one by one to determine whether a samurai or a 
commoner can act next.

FATE  
TOKENS   
Fate tokens go in the 
container with the 
action tokens. The third 
token ends each turn.

OBJECTIVE 
MARKERS   
In particular scenarios 
these represent 
something your warriors 
need to find or capture.

MULTI-BASES
Ashigaru are often recruited as 
a group of three, mounted in a 
multi-base to keep them together.

SKILL, INJURY  
AND DISHONOUR CARDS 
Skill cards allow your samurai to perform incredible 
feats, use ingenious plans or make use of special 
equipment during a battle.
There are also Injury cards and Dishonour cards 
that may be gained by committing shameful acts.

THE BATTLEFIELD
Test of Honour is played on a 3' by 3' area. Three 
small buildings and some fences have been included 
as terrain. If possible, add your own buildings, 
woods and hills to best represent feudal Japan.

YOU’LL ALSO NEED…
A suitable bag or cup to hold the action tokens, and 
a tape measure or ruler marked in inches.
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During each turn of the game, players alternate 
drawing an action token out of the container. They 

assign it to one of their warriors and choose the 
action to make – running, charging, shooting, etc. 

GAME TURNS

GAME TURN SUMMARY
1. One player draws an action token (without looking!).
 A. The player assigns it to one of his warriors – samurai    
  or commoner  depending on the token.
 B. The warrior completes his action.
 C. The token is placed on the warrior’s Recruitment card.
2. The other player completes step 1 and the players continue alternating.
3. When the 3rd Fate token  is drawn, the turn is over. Return all the tokens  
 to the bag ready for the next turn.
4. Whoever drew the 3rd Fate token  gets to draw first next turn.

ASSIGN ACTION TO A WARRIOR
The player who drew the action now assigns it to 
one of his warriors. 
Important: a commoner token  must be assigned 
to a commoner and a samurai token  must be 
assigned to a samurai.

Commoners can normally only make one action per 
turn, so if a commoner has already acted he cannot 
be chosen again. 
Samurai meanwhile can make two or three actions 

 per turn, as shown on their Recruitment cards. 
So you can keep assigning action tokens to them 
until they have made all their actions for the turn.

PREPARE FOR BATTLE
WARRIORS, SAMURAI  
AND COMMONERS
All the miniature soldiers in the game are referred to 
as ‘warriors’ in the rules.
The Ashigaru soldiers are collectively known as 
‘commoners’. Commoners are of lower rank than 
the samurai and are often treated differently in the 
game.

RECRUIT YOUR FORCE
Before a battle each player must recruit their force 
using the Recruitment cards, up to the total points 
limit given in the scenario. Full details on recruiting 
your force are given in the Battle Guide.

PREPARE THE ACTION TOKENS
Each Recruitment card states how many actions 

 that warrior can make in a game turn. For each 
action  add an action token to the container 
– make sure you use the  samurai tokens for 
the samurai and the  commoner tokens for the 
commoners. Both players do this so their tokens are 
mixed together. Finally add the 3 Fate tokens.

SET OUT THE BATTLEFIELD
Once your forces are prepared, set out the battlefield 
and deploy your warriors as described in the 
scenario. Lay out your Recruitment cards in front of 
you at the edge of the table.
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DRAWING VS TAKING OUT
Generally action tokens are drawn from the 
container without looking.
However sometimes the rules require you 
to take a warrior’s token or tokens out of the 
container – most commonly when the warrior 
attempts to avoid an enemy attack and when a 
warrior is cut down.
Obviously in this case you can look! 

END OF THE TURN
As soon as the third and final Fate token is drawn, 
the turn is over – even if there are action tokens still 
left. All the action tokens and Fate tokens then go 
back in the container and another turn starts. (NB 
blood drops and other markers are left in play.)
Take a moment to make sure that warriors are all 
at least 1" away from any enemies. If they are closer 
then nudge them just enough so they are 1" apart.
Whoever drew the 3rd Fate token gets to draw first 
next turn.

ENDING THE GAME
Each scenario in the Battle Guide has specific rules 
for when the game ends.

ABILITY TESTS
During a battle, many situations call upon a warrior 
to put his abilities to the test – for example firing a 
bow requires a Test of Aim , while searching for 
a hidden object would require a Test of Wits .
To test one of his abilities a warrior rolls a number 
of dice  equal to his score for that ability (found 
on his Recruitment card). Count up number of 
swords  on the dice result – you need 3 or more 
to pass any test.

Bonus Dice and Losing Dice
It’s common to get extra dice  added for specific 
tests or to lose dice  if a test is especially hard.
If you lose too many, the test will be impossible 
to pass!

3 or more swords  = pass.
Example:      
This dice result is a pass.

0, 1 or 2 swords  = fail.
Example:     
This dice result is a fail.

However if there are more crosses  than  
swords  on the dice result then the test is 
automatically failed.
Example:         
This dice result is a fail.

COMPLETE THE ACTION
The player then chooses which action he wants the 
warrior to make. The action is carried out, moving 
the models and rolling dice  as necessary. 
Once it is complete, place the action token on the 
warrior’s Recruitment card as a reminder that he 
has acted (so samurai may end up with two or three 
tokens by the end of the turn). 
Then the other player draws the next token and 
starts the sequence over again.

Remove Tokens from the Bag  
if Warrior is Cut Down
If any warrior is cut down and removed from the 
battlefield (by an enemy attack or any other means), 
place the model on its Recruitment card along with 
its action token or tokens.
Take extra tokens out of the container if necessary to 
reach the full number of actions  for the warrior.
The warrior’s tokens are not used for the rest of the 
battle.

NOBODY LEFT TO ACT
If you draw an action token that you cannot use 
(because all your warriors of that type have used up 
their actions for this turn), then the token is handed 
to your opponent to use instead. Your opponent still 
draws the next token.
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The most common actions that a warrior can make 
during a battle are:

◆  Move 6".
◆  Move 3" and Shoot. 
◆  Charge 6" and melee attack. 
◆  Avoid – As a reaction to an enemy attack.
◆  Cautious Move 3".
◆  Get to feet and move 3". 
◆  Reload.

Obviously certain actions can only be used in 
specific circumstances. For example a Shoot action 
can only be taken by a warrior with some sort of 
missile weapon, while a Get to Your Feet action can 
only be taken by a warrior who has been knocked to 
the ground.

General Rules for Moving 
All actions that involve moving a certain distance 
follow these same rules, unless otherwise stated.

◆  A moving warrior may travel in any direction 
with any number of turns.

◆  Warriors cannot move through other models.
◆  Warriors cannot come within 1" of an enemy 

model when moving. 
◆  Warriors cannot voluntarily move off the table 

edge unless a scenario specifically allows them 
to (escaping with the objective, for example).

Measuring 
Players can measure distances on the battlefield at 
any time during their actions. 

ACTIONS
Line of Sight 
Warriors must be able to ‘see’ their enemies in order 
to charge or shoot.
For a model to see another model you must be able 
to draw a straight line from any point on the first 
model’s base to any point on the second, without 
crossing any other bases in the game (see diagram 
below).

FREE ACTIONS
Occasionally an action is ‘free’. 
A free action doesn’t use up an action token or 
count towards the number of actions a warrior 
can make during a turn.
It can be made even if the warrior has already 
used all his normal actions for this turn. It still 
counts as an action for all other purposes.

LOSING ACTIONS
Certain situations may force a warrior to ‘lose’ an 
action.
In this case take the appropriate type of action 
token from the container and put it onto the 
warrior’s Recruitment card. The warrior misses 
the chance to make an action.
If the warrior still has more actions left then these 
can be used as normal. If the warrior has already 
used all his actions for the turn then there is no 
effect.
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MOVE ACTION
The warrior moves up to 6".

SHOOT ACTION
The warrior can move up to 3" and then makes a 
shooting attack at the nearest enemy warrior he can 
see – see the rules for making an attack.
The target must be within the weapon’s maximum 
range (24" for a bow and 20" for a musket). This can 
be measured at any time so if the distance is too far 
then another target or another action can be chosen.

CHARGE ACTION
The warrior can only charge the nearest enemy 
warrior he can see.
The warrior moves up to 6" so his base is touching 
the enemy model’s base. This charge move must be 
in a straight line along the shortest possible route 
between the two models’ bases.
During a charge move a warrior is allowed to come 
within 1" of enemy models. 
If there is no enemy in reach, another action must 
be chosen.

Once the two models’ bases are touching, the 
charging warrior makes a melee attack on his enemy 
– see the rules for making an attack.

Using Your Wits 
If a warrior wishes to charge or shoot an enemy who 
is not the nearest, he can take a Test of Wits  .
If the test is passed he can charge or shoot any 
enemy in range. If the test is failed he must charge or 
shoot the nearest enemy as normal.

AVOID ACTION
If a warrior is attacked during an enemy's Shoot or 
Charge action and the Strike roll is passed (meaning 
the attack is on target) then the defending warrior 
makes an Avoid action. 
This is only possible if the defending warrior still 
has an action  left to make this turn – if not he 
cannot avoid the attack. However, as long as the 
defending warrior has an action  remaining, 
there is no choice involved (when a katana is 
swinging at your head you’d better not hesitate!). 
The warrior attempts to dodge or block the attack 
– see the rules for avoiding an attack. Take the 
appropriate type of action token from the bag and 
place it on the warrior’s Recruitment card to show 
he has made an action .

CAUTIOUS ACTION
The warrior can move up to 3".
Place a Cautious Move marker on 
the warrior’s Recruitment card to 
show he is moving cautiously.
When moving cautiously the warrior may make a 
single attempt to avoid as a free action. The cautious 
move ends and the marker is removed if the warrior 
makes any action (including the free Avoid action).

GET TO YOUR FEET ACTION
A warrior who has been knocked to the ground can 
use this action in order to stand up and move up 
to 3".

RELOAD ACTION
A warrior who has fired a musket must make a 
Reload action before firing again. No movement.
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Shooting attacks and melee attacks both use the 
same sequence of rolls, with just a few minor 
differences.
The enemy warrior who is being attacked is called 
the ‘target’.

1 - STRIKE ROLL
First the attacker makes a Test of Aim  in order 
to fire his shot or launch his blow accurately to hit 
his target.
If the test is failed then the attack is a miss and the 
Shoot or Charge action is over.
If the test is passed then the attack is well aimed – 
move on to the next step, the Avoid roll.

2 - AVOID ROLL
If the target has an action remaining, he must use 
his action to attempt to avoid the attack – blocking 
with his weapon, dodging the blow or simply diving 
out of the way depending on the circumstances.
Take the appropriate action token from the 
container and place it on the warrior’s Recruitment 
card. 
The target makes a Test of Agility .
If the test is passed then the attack has been 
successfully avoided – the Shoot or Charge action 
is over. 
If the test is failed then the attack has hit home - 
move on to the next step, the Wound roll.

MAKING AN ATTACK 
(SHOOTING AND MELEE)

No Actions Left
If the target has already used all his actions  this 
turn, then he is unable to avoid – with his attention 
focused elsewhere (or overwhelmed by the number 
of attacks) there is no chance to block or dodge.
In this case, move straight on to the Damage roll.

3 - DAMAGE ROLL
The target has been struck – all that remains is 
to determine how serious a wound is caused – a 
superficial nick or a fatal blow.
The attacker makes a Test of Strength .
For a shooting attack the number of dice  
depends on the weapon rather than the warrior’s 
Strength  (see Weapons).
If the test is passed then the target suffers a heavy 
wound and is cut down – remove the model from 
the battlefield. While the warrior may not actually 
be dead, he is certainly too seriously wounded to 
take any further part in the battle. 
If the test is failed then the target suffers a light 
wound – place a blood drop next to the model. 

Previous Wounds 
Injuries from earlier attacks make it more likely that 
the target will suffer a heavy wound this time round. 
For each blood drop the target has, the attacker 
gains +1 die  on the Damage roll.

4 - FORCED BACK
If the target of an attack suffers damage but is not 
cut down, then they are forced back by the impact 
of the blow – move the model 1" directly away from 
his attacker.
In a melee attack, if the attack did not cause any 
damage (ie, it missed or was avoided), then the 
attacker is forced 1" straight back in the direction 
from where he charged.
If there are friendly warriors in the way of a force 
back move then nudge them the minimum distance 
needed to allow the 1" move. Enemy models on the 
other hand do not move out of the way and may 
prevent the full 1" move (see No Retreat opposite).
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LOSS OF NERVE
If a warrior is cut down, any friends nearby  
may lose their nerve and fall back away from  
the danger.
When a warrior is cut down, warriors from the same 
force who are within 6" must immediately take a 
Test of Honour  . 
Any that fail the test have lost their nerve and 
immediately fall back 6" in a straight line directly 
away from the enemy warrior who cut down their 
friend.

Previous Wounds
Injured warriors are more likely to lose their nerve.
For each blood drop a warrior has, he loses 1 die 

 on his Test of Honour   .

NO RETREAT
If an enemy lies the path (or would be within 1" of 
the warrior’s final position after falling back or being 
forced back), the warrior gains a blood drop and 
stops 1" away.
Any friendly warriors in the way are nudged out of 
the path the minimum distance needed.

FORCED OFF THE TABLE
A force back move or a loss of nerve move can send 
a warrior partially or completely off the edge of the 
gaming area. If this happens remove the model but 
leave it at the point where it left for the moment.
The warrior makes a Test of Honour . If the test 
is failed, the warrior counts as cut down. If the test 
is passed then, with his next action, the warrior can 
make a Move or Cautious Move to come back on, 
measured from any point within 9" of where he left.

GROUPS OF WARRIORS
Grouped warriors are deployed in threes using a 
multi-base. The group behaves just like a single 
warrior, and any rules that refer to a warrior also 
refer to groups.
Groups are always commoners so any rules that 
refer to commoners also refer to groups.

MAKING ACTIONS
The group shares a single set of ability scores and a 
single action token – when it is assigned the group 
acts just the same as a single warrior.
The warriors in a group never act individually.
The group can avoid attacks just like a single 
warrior, if its action  has not already been used.
Groups gain bonus dice  depending on how 
many warriors still remain (these bonuses are noted 
on the Recruitment card):

◆  As long as there are 3 warriors in the   
group, the group gains +1 Honour .

◆  As long as there are 2 or more warriors   
in the group, the group gains +1 Aim .

WOUNDS
Grouped warriors gain blood drops as a group – 
not individually.
If the group receives a heavy wound, remove one 
warrior and all blood drops .
When there is only one warrior from the group 
remaining, remove him from the multi-base.
The warrior no longer counts as a group. 

LOSS OF NERVE
Only when the final warrior from a group is cut 
down does it causes loss of nerve in nearby friends.



Both shooting and charges can be hindered if there 
are other warriors close to the path of the shot or 
impeding the sprinting warrior.
To work out if there is anything in the way of a shot 
or a charge, imagine a straight pathway between the 
attacker and his target, as wide as the attacker’s base.
Note that this check is the same for both shooting 
and charges. Only the effects on hindered shooting 
and charges are slightly different.

◆  If the path is clear of other warriors then the 
shot or charge goes ahead as  normal. 

◆  If another warrior’s base (or a combination of 
bases) cuts completely across this path then the 
action is not allowed because the enemy is not 
visible. 

OTHER WARRIORS IN THE WAY
◆  If a warrior lies in the path but not all the way 

across then they are hindering the shot or 
charge. 

HINDERED SHOOTING
Warriors cannot shoot past friends that are 
hindering their shot, so the action is not allowed. 
Warriors can shoot past enemies that are hindering 
their shot (assuming they have used their wits to 
target an enemy who isn’t the nearest).
For each enemy hindering the shot, the warrior 
loses 1 die  from his Strike roll.

HINDERED CHARGE
Warriors cannot charge past enemies that are 
hindering their charge, so the action is not allowed.
Warriors can charge past friends that are hindering 
their charge. The friendly warriors are nudged out of 
the path the minimum distance needed.
For each friend hindering the charge, the warrior 
loses 1 die  from his Strike roll.

12
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We’ve included a selection of 2D terrain in the box, 
but your games will look even better with 3D model 
terrain to represent the forests and hills, villages 
and shrines of feudal Japan.
Terrain is sorted into the following types – always 
agree before a game what counts as what:

BARRIER
A narrow obstacle such as a wall, fence or hedge. 
Models can be placed on either side but not on 
top. Barriers block line of sight. Crossing a barrier 
reduces a warrior’s movement by 1".

ROUGH TERRAIN
An area that models can be placed within, such as a 
wood or a destroyed building. Warriors can see up 
to 1" through rough terrain – any further blocks line 
of sight.
Warriors cannot move more than 3" if any part of 
their move is in rough terrain.

HILLS
Hills block line of sight only if the two models are 
on opposite sides at ground level with the hill in the 
middle. Warriors on hills can see and be seen over 
barriers.

BATTLEFIELD TERRAIN
BUILDINGS
Any sort of construction with walls and a roof. 
Buildings block line of sight. Buildings are assumed 
to be locked and barred from the inside and cannot 
be entered.

TERRAIN AND COMBAT
Shooting 
Terrain hinders shooting in exactly the same way 
as enemy warriors, unless the shooting warrior is 
touching the terrain.

Charging 
Obviously terrain cannot move out of the way of a 
charging warrior, so if there is terrain in the path 
then the warrior is allowed to make a single turn 
during the charge. The warrior loses 1 die  
from his Strike roll.

Higher Ground 
If shooting or charging from a position that is 
clearly higher than the target, such as on a hill, the 
warrior gains +1 die  on his Strike roll.

Force Back and Loss of Nerve 
Barriers cannot be crossed and, as normal, buildings 
cannot be entered during a force back move or a 
loss of nerve move – warriors must stop when the 
terrain is reached, leaving them no retreat if there is 
an enemy within 1".
Rough terrain has no effect on force back moves. 
Loss of nerve moves are reduced to 3" if they go 
through rough terrain.



There are many different weapons a warrior can be 
armed with – each with its own unique fighting style. 
Commoners normally have specific weapons (ie. a 
spearman has a spear). Samurai can be armed with 
any melee weapon that you choose.
To give a samurai a missile weapon you must spend 
some of your Recruitment points on the relevant 
Upgrade card. 
While Japanese warriors often carried multiple 
weapons, for the purposes of this game each warrior 

WEAPONS
uses one type of weapon – they cannot switch 
during a battle. Your models must be assembled to 
show clearly which weapon they are using. 

MISSILE WEAPONS
Missile weapons have a maximum range, outside 
which they cannot be used. They also use a set 
number of dice  for Damage rolls instead of 
using the warrior’s Strength  :
When fighting in melee, warriors armed with 
missile weapons count as using a dagger.

Range Damage roll Special Rule

Bow 24" 3 dice  2 dice  on Damage Roll for shots over 12".

Musket 20" 4 dice 
Make a Reload action before firing again. Place a 
Reload marker on the warrior’s Recruitment card until 
he does so.

Thrown Weapon 9" 2 dice Enough missiles to last the whole battle.
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WEAPON BONUSES
Warriors gain special bonuses if their Strike,  
Avoid or Damage roll is passed with 5 or more 
swords . 
The exact bonus depends on the weapon and which 
roll was being made – see the chart opposite. 

Spear – Impale
If the target warrior fails his Avoid roll then the 
attacker gets +1 die  on his Damage roll.

Katana and Heavy Sword – Deep Cut
If the attack results in a light wound, roll one  
die . 
Every sword  rolled causes a blood drop in 
addition to the normal 1 blood drop .

2 Swords – Twin Strike
The target warrior loses a die  from his Avoid 
roll.

Naginata – Counter Strike
The attacker is forced back as normal. The target 
warrior immediately makes a free Charge action.  

Heavy Club – Stun
If the target warrior fails his Avoid roll then he is 
knocked to the ground.

Heavy Sword – Fearsome Blow
If the attack results in a light wound, all enemy 
warriors within 6" must test for loss of nerve 
(including the target warrior).

Staff – Backhand Strike
The attacker is knocked to the ground.

Bow & Musket – Fast Shot
The target warrior loses a die  from his Avoid 
roll.

Quick Jab
Roll 1 die  - if any swords  are rolled, 
a single blood drop is caused on the enemy 
warrior.

Follow Up 
The warrior makes a free Charge action. If no 
enemies are in range, the warrior can Move Up 
instead (see below).

Move Up 
The warrior makes a free Move action.

FUMBLES
If there are more crosses  than swords  on 
the dice result for a Strike, Avoid or Damage roll 
then the test is failed and the warrior has fumbled.
The effect of the fumble depends on which roll was 
being made. 

Counter Thrust/Accident 
The attacking warrior’s opponent rolls 1 die   
- if any swords  are rolled, a single blood  
drop is caused on the attacker.

Lost Footing 
The target warrior is knocked to the ground.

Glanced Off 
The target warrior is forced back 1" but not 
wounded.

KNOCKED TO THE GROUND
A warrior who has been knocked to the ground can 
only avoid or get to his feet.
Melee attacks gain +1 die  on the Strike roll 
against warriors on the ground. Lay the model on its 
side until the warrior gets up.

WEAPON BONUSES AND FUMBLES
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Weapon Bonuses
(PASS WITH 5 OR MORE  )

 Strike Avoid Damage

Katana Deep Cut Quick Jab Follow Up 

Paired Swords Twin Strike Quick Jab Follow Up 

Spear Impale Quick Jab Follow Up 

Naginata Quick Jab Counter Strike Follow Up 

Heavy club Stun Quick Jab Follow Up 

Heavy sword Deep cut+Fearsome blow  - Follow Up 

Staff Quick Jab Backhand Strike Follow Up 

Bow Fast Shot Quick Jab Move Up 

Musket Fast Shot Quick Jab       -  

Thrown Weapon Fast Shot Quick Jab Follow Up 

Dagger/Short Sword Quick Jab Quick Jab Follow Up 

Vs shooting attack - Move Up -  

Fumbles
(MORE CROSSES  THAN SWORDS  )

 
                     Strike             Avoid  Damage

  Counter thrust/Accident                Lost Footing                   Glanced Off 
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